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MISSION STATEMENT
LINKS Golf Media is the worldwide authority
on the lifestyle of golf, from travel and resorts
to the best courses (new and classic) to the
leading golf communities.
In print, online, and in podcasts we deliver all
the news, information, and guidance you need
to plan your next round, golf vacation, or
fairway-side home.

With more than thirty years of laser focus on
“The Best of Golf,” brought to life by the
award-winning writers and jaw-dropping
photography that is our trademark, LINKS
occupies a special niche in the marketplace.
GEORGE PEPER
Editor
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2020 PRODUCT OFFERINGS
E-PROGRAMS

PRINT
PREMIER
PROPERTIES GUIDE

LINKS MAGAZINE

200,000 circulation

60,000 circulation

(135k Eastern, 65K Western)

CUSTOM
PUBLISHING

LINKS Insider
NEWSLETTER

60,000 distribution

WEBSITE
VIDEO

60,000 Monthly Uniques
(Weekly Takeovers Available)

2019 Media Kit
2020

PODCAST

CUSTOM
BLASTS

SPONSORED
BLASTS

35,000 distribution
(Regional Available)

CONSUMER
LOYALTY
PROGRAMS

CRM and
LANDING
PAGES

CORE PRODUCTS
LINKS Magazine
• The premier golf lifestyle
magazine written for the avid,
affluent golfer
• All the great articles from the
game's best writers as well as
stunning photography that
has been LINKS's trademark
for more than
30 years
• Four Print Issues

Premier
Properties Guide
• Special Issue/Annual Real
Estate Guide—the authority
on premier golf properties
• Comprehensive listings
of the world’s best golf
communities
• Community-specific articles
on real estate trends
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AUDIENCE
OVERVIEW
2020 Media Kit / LINKS Readership Survey

THE LINKS AUDIENCE IS
MORE POWERFUL THAN EVER
•

Generation Golf (Gen G), a hybrid of GenX and Baby Boomers (age 4565), is golf’s most important target. They play more rounds, spend more
money, and enjoy more of the elements of the golf lifestyle than the other
generations.

•

They represent 34% of all golfers (8 million) and are strong spenders in
the category—38% of all golf fees and 37% of equipment spend. In total,
they spend $9 billon a year on golf.

•

Golf travel continues to grow as a key lifestyle aspect for the
avid/affluent golfer:
8.2 million golfers played 57.6 million rounds of golf while
traveling for either business or leisure in 2018. Golf travel
represented approximately 13% of total play

SOURCE: AJA Associates & National Golf Foundation
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LINKS AUDIENCE OVERVIEW
Reader Snapshot

Audience Engagement

Average Household Income ………….… $253,000

Read nearly every or all print issues ……...…… 76%

Median Household Income ……………... $150,000

Readers more likely to consider a brand
that they saw in LINKS ………………….….…… 67%

Average Total Asset Value ……………… $2,500,000
(excluding principle residence)

Average readers per copy ……………………… 3.25

Median Total Asset Value ………………. $2,000,000
(excluding principle residence)

Readers who took one of the following actions
in past 12 months based on reading LINKS or
LINKS’s digital products

Male/Female ……………………………… 86% / 14%
Married ……………………….…………… 92%

Median Age ……………….……………… 55
College Educated ……………..………… 85%
Professional/Managerial …………...…… 62%
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•
•
•
•
•
•

Visited an advertiser’s website …………… 87%
Called or emailed an advertiser …..……… 22%
Visited a real estate development ……….. 18%
Purchased property at a real
estate development ………………………. 3%
Visited a resort ………………………..…… 55%
Referred info to friends, family, etc. ……… 59%

LINKS AUDIENCE OVERVIEW
Lifestyle

Media Consumption

Average days of golf per year …………………..… 70

Preferred choices for reading about golf

Private club member ……………............…….… 73%

•
•
•
•
•
•

Belongs to 2 or more private golf clubs ………… 19%
Current median handicap index ………………..… 13
Have a handicap index between 0–9.9 ……….… 27%

Print …………………………………………
Digital ………………………………………
E-Newsletters ………………………………
Facebook ……………………………..……
Twitter ………………………………………
Instagram …………………..………………

83%
47%
26%
4%
3%
3%

Take 3 or more golf trips each year ……………… 44%
Spend $5,000 or more on golf travel each year....38%

Regularly read golf blogs ………………..…… 11%

Plan to purchase golf real estate …………........… 22%

Listen to podcasts …………………………..… 16%

Those planning to purchase golf real estate
in next 2 years or less ……………………………

52%

Plan to purchase or lease a vehicle in next year.. 25%
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LINKS AUDIENCE OVERVIEW
Golf Travel
Number of golf trips typically taken each year
• 1–2 ……………………………..……… 56%
• 3–5 …………………….………….…… 35%
• 5+ ……………………………………… 9%
Amount typically spent on golf vacation each year
• $0–$3,000 …………………..………… 38%
• $3,000–$5,000 …………..…………… 24%
• $5,000–$10,000 ……………………… 20%
• $10,000–$15,000 ………..…………… 9%
• $15,000+ ………………………………. 9%
Golf travel preferences
• Like to stick to well-known
resorts/courses ………………..……... 63%
• Like to play hidden gems ……….…… 62%
• Like to be among the first to visit
a new resort/course ……………..…... 26%
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When researching travel, LINKS readers find the
following resources helpful
• Websites …………………..………… 91%
• Print ads ……………………..……… 86%
• Digital ads …………………...……… 79%
• Travel-related editorial ……….……. 79%
• Direct mail …………………..………. 53%
• Travel agent ………………………… 50%
• Social media ……………...………… 37%
Where LINKS readers plan to travel
in next 3 years (top 10)
• Southeast …………………………… 55%
• United Kingdom ……………………. 38%
• Arizona ……………………………… 37%
• California …………………….……… 34%
• Pacific Northwest …...…………….. 33%
• Southwest ………………………….. 31%
• Northeast …………………………… 29%
• Midwest ……….……….…………… 27%
• Hawaii ………………………………. 25%
• Mid-Atlantic ………………………… 23%

LINKS AUDIENCE OVERVIEW
Real Estate
Own a second home …………..…………….….… 29%
Planning to buy a second (or additional) home .. 22%
If so, when do you plan to purchase?
•
•
•
•

Next 6 months ……………………........
Next 12 months …………..……………
Next 2 years ……………………………
Next 3–5 years ……………….………..

4%
14%
34%
48%

If so, in what price range?
•
•
•
•
•

Under $250k …………………………… 11%
$250k–$500k ……………...…………… 47%
$500k–$750k ……………..……………. 23%
$750k–$1 million ………………………. 9%
$1 million+ ……………………………… 10%
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When considering real estate purchases, LINKS
readers find the following resources helpful
• Print ads ……………………….…… 67%
• Real estate community websites … 62%
• Digital ads …………….……………. 60%
• Online real estate databases
(e.g. Zillow) ………………………… 60%
• Real estate agents ………………… 60%
• Real estate editorial ………….…… 51%
• Direct mail ………………….……… 40%
• Social media ads …………….……. 25%
Readers who took one of the following actions in past
12 months based on reading LINKS or LINKS’s digital
products
•
•

Visited a real estate development ………18%
Purchased property at a real
estate development ……………………… 3%

EDITORIAL
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2020 EDITORIAL CALENDAR
THEME

AD
CLOSE

ADVERTORIAL
CLOSE

MATERIALS
DUE

IN
HOME

January 2020
Special Issue

Premier
Properties
Guide

Annual Real Estate Guide
Cover Feature: Red Ledges;
Davis Love III At Home; Private
Aviation; Course Corrections

11/03/19

NA

11/22/19

1/8/20

February
Winter Issue

LINKS
Magazine

Cabo San Lucas; Par-Six Holes;
Great Britain & Ireland Nations,
Ranked; Jack Nicklaus at 80

1/8/20

12/20/19

1/10/20

2/7/20

April
Spring Issue

LINKS
Magazine

The Netherlands, Best Templates;
Questions, Condoleezza Rice;
European Nations, Ranked

2/21/20

2/7/20

2/28/20

4/1/20

June
Summer issue

LINKS
Magazine

Quebec—Europe Next Door;
Open Courses Face-Off; Best
Architect You Don’t Know; Far East
Nations, Ranked

4/24/20

4/10/20

5/1/20

6/1/20

October
Fall Issue

LINKS
Magazine

Northwest Ireland; 10 Most
Important Courses; Best Ross,
etc., You Can Play; Rest of the
World Nations, Ranked

8/21/20

8/7/20

8/28/20

9/30/20

January 2021
Special Issue

Premier
Properties
Guide

Annual Real Estate Guide

11/11/20

NA

11/23/20

1/8/21

TIMING

PRODUCT
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DIGITAL
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LINKS INSIDER
(FRIDAY & MONDAY)
THE DETAILS:
LINKS Insider reaches 60,000+ opt-ins each
Monday and Friday with an open rate of 40%

PREMIER PARTNER

PREMIER PARTNER
•

•

Photo, copy (50-word count), and link
run directly below the LINKS Insider
lead story
Average ROI of 400–500 clicks

PREMIER PARTNER

FEATURED PARTNER
•
•

Photo, copy (30-word count), and link
run at the bottom of the LINKS Insider
Average ROI of 150–200 clicks

2 FEATURED PARTNERS

2 FEATURED PARTNERS
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LINKS INSIDER
(SUNDAY)
THE DETAILS:
LINKS Insider reaches 60,000+ opt-ins each
Sunday with an open rate of 40%

PREMIER PARTNER
•
•

•

Only one advertiser on the eNewsletter
Photo, copy (50-word count), and link
run directly below the LINKS Insider
lead story
Average ROI of 400–500 clicks
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PREMIER PARTNER
(Exclusive Advertiser)

CUSTOM EMAIL
(TUESDAY, WEDNESDAY,
THURSDAY)
THE DETAILS:
•

•

Customize your message to
our national LINKS opt-in
subscriber audience of more than
35,000 affluent golfers
Other packages (Eastern (24k),
Western (11k), Geo-targeting
by state) are also available upon
request

Metrics
Open Rate

30% – 40%*

CTR

1.5% – 2.0%

*Depending on quantities sent
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SPONSORED
EMAIL
THE DETAILS:
•

•
•
•
•

Customize your message to our national
LINKS opt-in subscriber audience of
more than 35,000 affluent golfers
(Eastern: 24k; Western: 11k)
Copy is “From the Editors of
LINKS Magazine”
Average Total Open
Rate: 30%
Average Click-Through Rate:
2.5% – 3.0%
The HTML code for the blast will be
provided to the advertiser so it can be
used on other platforms
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PODCAST
THE DETAILS:
•
•

•

•

•
•

Seasons are 12 episodes over
12 weeks
Advertisers write their own ads; the host
reads them for the podcast. LINKS
provides a word count guideline.
There are two ad spots per episode, 30
seconds each— one intro (pre-roll) ad
and one middle (mid-roll) ad
The advertiser is welcome to change the
ads throughout the season to avoid
repetition
The value for sponsoring a season
is $10k
Click Here for a list of all LINKS Podcasts
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PREMIER
PROPERTIES
GUIDE
2020 Media Kit

PREMIER PROPERTIES GUIDE
LINKS PREMIER
PROPERTIES GUIDE
The most complete listing anywhere of the top
golf communities in the U.S. and the world,
plus a collection of articles that will educate
and entertain readers

DEMOGRAPHICS
& CIRCULATION
LINKS targets top demographics from our
subscriber list using the following criteria to deliver
the most affluent 60,000 subscribers:
• Income of $250,000+
• Home values of $400,000+
• Paid/highly responsive subscribers
• Top 1,500 high-income/home-value zip codes
PPG In Home: January 2020
PPG Space Close: November 15, 2019
PPG Materials Due: November 27, 2019
Click HERE to view the 2019 Premier Properties Guide
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PREMIER PROPERTIES GUIDE
CIRCULATION
More than 75% of circulation is targeted to the
following key states:
• Minnesota
• Arizona
• New Jersey
• California
• New York
• Connecticut
• North Carolina
• Florida
• Ohio
• Georgia
• Pennsylvania
• Illinois
• South Carolina
• Maryland
• Texas
• Massachusetts
• Virginia
• Michigan
Our circulation drills down even further
to focus on these highly sought after
metropolitan DMAs:
• Detroit
• Atlanta
• Houston
• Baltimore
• Los Angeles
• Boston
• Minneapolis
• Charlotte
• NYC/CT/NJ corridor
• Chicago
• Philadelphia
• Cincinnati
• Phoenix
• Dallas
• San Francisco
• Denver
• Seattle
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PREMIER PROPERTIES PACKAGE
PREMIER
PROPERTIES GUIDE
•
•
•

Two-page “sponsored editorial" coverage
for advertisers (see example to the right)
In-home: January 2020
Reach: 60,000

DIGITAL COMPONENTS
•
•

Digital version of the magazine is
featured on LINKSmagazine.com
Each property will receive a native
advertisement sent to our 20k VIP Real
Estate database

ADDITIONAL COMPONENTS
•
•
•

100 copies provided to advertiser
5,000 issues sent to 100 top
private clubs
Reach: 5,000+

ADVERTISER LISTING

– EDITORIAL SPREAD

Two-page “Sponsored Editorial” package (no product ad): $8,000
Two-page spread ad* plus two-page “Sponsored Editorial” package: $15,000
*POSITIONED UPFRONT IN THE FIRST 20 PAGES
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PREMIER PROPERTIES GUIDE
NATIVE ADVERTISEMENT
2019 Average Metrics
Average Sent: 20,000
Average Total Open Rate: 35%
Average Total Click Rate: 2.25%
Value: $5,000
•

•

The copy is approximately 250 words
and is taken from the advertiser listing
Photo, title, and “Read More” button are
hyperlinked to your designated landing
page

“As a Premier Properties Guide partner with
LINKS Magazine, we were very happy with the
coverage and attention we received after
advertising. An added bonus included a very
nice digital ad sent to around 20k subscribers.
We received over 7,000 opens to that email
with almost 500 clicks. After the eblast was
sent, we saw an increase in website traffic and
phone/email inquiries.”

-Lindsay Finger
Director of Marketing and
Communications at Long Cove Club
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CUSTOM
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CUSTOM PUBLISHING
IMPACTFUL AND TARGETED PROGRAMS

CUSTOM
FEATURE
The award-winning writing and
photography you’ve come to expect
from LINKS are made available to
you to capture the essence of your
club. LINKS will bring your club’s
distinctive story to life through a
high-quality print publication mailed
to select subscribers. A variety of
options are available to best
represent and market your club to
prospective targets.
Clients can customize their desired
circulation to be polybagged with an
issue of LINKS.
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CUSTOM PREMIER VIDEO
LINKS OFFERS CLUBS THE OPPORTUNITY TO CREATE CUSTOM,
ENGAGING VIDEO CONTENT THAT IS PROMOTED VIA DIGITAL CHANNELS

THE CONCEPT
A dynamic program from LINKS that brings your club to life through beautiful
drone footage and eye-catching photos with music and narration.

CORE PACKAGE INCLUDES
•
•
•

3–4 minute length video incorporating drone footage and photography
Featured on LINKSMagazine.com
The property owns the rights to final cut

*Client has two
opportunities to review
final video and provide
changes. Estimated
completion 45–60 days.

UPGRADE PACKAGE
INCLUDES
•
•
•

Flyover videos of 18
individual holes
Course hole videos will be
provided to client for use on own
web properties
The property owns the rights
to final cut

PACKAGE REQUIREMENTS
•
•
•

Script written by LINKS staff with
client input and approval*
LINKS selected photographers
to shoot drone flyover video
LINKS still photographer will be
provided at an additional cost

PACKAGE PARTNERS
•
•
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Fly By Films
L.C. Lambrecht Photography

CUSTOM CREATIVE
LINKS OFFERS CLIENTS THE OPPORTUNITY TO CREATE CUSTOM
CONTENT FOR USE ON ALL OF LINKS PLATFORMS AND BEYOND

CREATIVE DIRECTION
Advertising and marketing is ever-evolving, and
the creative can make or break a campaign.
We can develop dynamic products best suited
for your target customer and also create new
branding that’s perfect for your marketing
messages. Our team will develop, design, and
produce creative for all platforms, both print &
digital. Contact your sales representative for
pricing.
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CONSUMER LOYALTY PROGRAM
•
•

•
•
•
•

LINKS Consumer Loyalty Program is an outstanding way of adding
additional value to your brand, by providing your members, customers, or
prospects with a FREE 1-year subscription to LINKS Magazine.
LINKS mails a 1-year complimentary subscription with a customized onsert
to your customer or member database. This customized onsert is attached
to the cover of the first issue, indicating that the subscription is from your
organization. This customizable onsert allows you to place a strong brand
image of your property or product on the front, and even more space for
additional images along with a customized message or offer.
Names provided to LINKS are run through NCOA, de-duped against the
LINKS database, and if requested, that updated postal information can be
sent back to you to update your own file.
Names provided to LINKS are the property of the advertiser and will NOT
be sold or rented by LINKS, unless the customer responds directly to LINKS
for an additional subscription.
LINKS doesn’t guarantee that subscriptions will start with a specific issue
or that a specific quantity will be mailed.
LINKS also offers the option of a digital consumer-loyalty email
deployment tailored to your individual needs, providing the same FREE
1-year subscription for those who choose to subscribe.
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MEMBERSHIP SUBSCRIPTION
This is a program where
advertisers can give their
members, friends, family,
and/or staff a special
subscription to LINKS Magazine
at a reduced rate of $5 for a
1-year subscription, which
includes 4 issues of LINKS plus
our annual real estate issue,
Premier Properties Guide.
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LINKS + PIPELINE
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LINKS + PIPELINE
Who is Pipeline?
Pipeline is a strategic partner to private clubs and
communities, membership organizations, and niche
brands seeking niche audiences.
We help our clients define a clear brand story, and
design and implement creative ways to tell their
story to relevant, micro-targeted audiences.
To accomplish this, we do three things: Listen….
Ask…several questions. See…how we can help
craft brand messaging that is authentic to its core
values and resonates with the target audience.
Pipeline’s executive-level team combines extensive
expertise in top-tier branding and marketing of
private clubs, real estate, and lifestyle segments.
Pipeline has worked with hundreds of private clubs
worldwide, as well as industry giants like Disney,
Mattel, Royal Caribbean, and Apple to name a few.
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Why do clients partner
with Pipeline?
• Extensive experience in the Private Club, Real Estate,
and Lifestyle segments.
• Applied tenure and experience in luxury brand
strategy and brand activation to affluent and
high-net-worth audiences.
• Seamless marketing campaign integration across
print, digital, and social platforms.
• Successful track record of helping brands attract and
engage niche audiences without the appearance of
mass marketing.
• Specific expertise helping private clubs attract and
engage new members.
• Pipeline is recognized by the private club industry’s
leading publication BoardRoom Magazine as 2017
Branding Firm of the Year and Best CRM.

PIPELINE SERVICES
Beautiful Landing Pages That Perform
Pipeline’s data proves that leads are at least 3x more likely to be generated by a landing page congruent to an
advertisement rather than dropping a click on a home page of a main website. Pipeline designs the best looking and
highest performing landing pages and microsites in the golf and private club industry.
Published Landing Pages:
Tradition Golf Club
San Diego Country Club
Rolling Hills Country Club

Best-in-Class Customer Relationship Management (CRM) Software
Pipeline is the leader in CRM and first to introduce it to the club industry in 2009. They recently won a BoardRoom
Magazine Award for Best CRM.

Attention-Grabbing Creative/Ad Design
Pipeline’s in-house designers are adept at creating advertisements (digital and print) for hundreds of golf courses, private
clubs, and communities consistent with those found in LINKS.
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A COMPLETE
LEAD GENERATION SOLUTION
Landing Pages Can Also be Tied into Print Advertising
LINKS Published Content with
CTA to Distinct Attributable
Landing Page URL
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Club Branded Landing Page with
Congruent Message and Voice

Leads from Landing Page Flow
Directly to CRM

LINKS SALES & MARKETING
PRESIDENT/PUBLISHER
JACK PURCELL
843-842-6200, ext. 215
JPURCELL@LINKSMAGAZINE.COM

VP/EASTERN ADVERTISING
JOHN SWAIN
203-304-1927
JSWAIN@LINKSMAGAZINE.COM

DIRECTOR OF
SOUTHEASTERN SALES
CODY HARRISON
904-671-3570
CHARRISON@LINKSMAGAZINE.COM

VP/WESTERN AND MIDWEST
ADVERTISING DIRECTOR
CRIS HAYES
310-798-4320
CHAYES@LINKSMAGAZINE.COM

CALIFORNIA/ARIZONA
CATHIE KANUIT
310-804-0562
CKANUIT@LINKSMAGAZINE.COM

FOR PRICING AND PACKAGE INFORMATION,
PLEASE CONTACT YOUR SALES REPRESENTATIVE
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